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Man and the Ocean

Much as people have looked to the heavens and
imagined flying with the birdS, we have alSo IOOked to
the oceans and imagined swimming with the whales
and the dolphins.

ThiS unit OfferS SeVeral Student readingS to learn
abOut the new teChnOIOgieS that have allawed human
beings to explore the oceans. Limited by lungs that re-
quire us to breathe air, we have spent generations
devising methods for diving below the surface of the
sea. Jules Verne wrote of cities beneath The sea. We
have not yet achieved that goal, but other wonders he
wrote about have come to fruition

Students who envision careers at the forefront of
discovery and at the edge of the unknown will be
drawn to this unit

Students are familiar with the feeling of pressure
changes against their ears when they dive into a pool
or drive into the mountains. A hobby increasing in
popularity is scuba diving. Students can become more
familiar with gas exchange processes through discus-
sions and reading about mammalian diving physiology

People can explore the marine world by using a
mask, snorkel and fins and holding their breath Or
they can prolong their exploration with the use of
scuba  self contained underwater breathing appa-
ratus! equipment.

Figure 1 Self-contained breathing apparatus

The self-contained breathing apparatiis consists
ol a tank filled with compressecf afr, a regulator with a
mou'thpiece and a buoyancy control device  SCD
Figure 1!

A regulator reduces the high pressure of the air in
a scuba tank lo a usable level and delivers air when
needed to the diver A BCD is mandatory equipment
for all diving. It is an inflatable sack that iricreases
buoyancy. It is used to provide surface support to rest,
swim and maintain neutral buoyancy under water

Other types of diving equipment are available but
are less aooeSsible tO the general publiC

Pressure Volume Density Lungs af a diver
Depth on iortps ot sfr of sir ~holden breatrt

0 feel 10 aim 40 liters I kg/T

33 feet 2.0 aim 20 Iilers 2 kg/T
�/2!

66 feel 30 atm 4/3 liters 3 kg/i

99 feel 40 atm 1 0 liter 4 kg/i
�/4l
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Scuba diving has become a popular hobby for
many people. It offers a wealth of information on div-
ing physiology and the effects of gas exchange.

One of the first effects a diver feels is increasing
pressure. As he descends, the pressure around him
increases by 1 atmosphere for every 33 feet of des-
cent in salt water �4 feet in fresh water � Figure 2!.
The tncreasng pressure is not felt by bone and solid
tissue but by air spaces  ears, lungs and sinuses�
Figure 3!.

When a diver descends, the increase in pressure
reduces the size of his air spaces  Figure 2! and corn-
presses the air inside  Boyle's Law!. A diver who holds
his breath feels the increase in pressure  decrease in
volume! as a squeezing in his lungs, sinuses and ears
 Figure 4!. As the pressure increases, the squeezing
increases and becomes uncomfortable. Eventually the
diver will stop his descent.

To relieve the pressure on the lungs, a diver
breathes compressed air at a regular frequency. To
relieve the pressure on ears and sinuses, a diver
blocks his nose and attempts to exhale through it with
his mouth closed. This forces air into the air spaces in-
side the ears and sinuses and relieves the squeeze.

This technique is known as equalizing.
The process of equalizing returns the air spaces

to their normal volume by equalizing the external
water pressure and the pressure in the air spaces. As

Figure 3 Air spaces in the body
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Figure 4 Pressure on the ear drum Pressure equal
on both sides
of ear drum.

water pressure W W air pressure Pressure unequal
due to
water depth.

water pressure Pressure equalized
on both sides
of ear drum.

long as a diver breathes compressed air and equal-
izes the pressure in the air spaces, he will not feel the
squeezing as he descends.

A diver ascending experiences the opposite
pressure-volume relationship. Boyle's Law says that as
pressure increases, volume decreases and as pressure
decreases, volume increases. Therefore, as a diver
ascends, the pressure decreases and the volume in-
creases. A diver not breathing on ascent will feel his
lungs expand  Figure 5!. A diver's lungs can only ex-
pand 15 to 30 percent of their original volume without
bursting. Therefore, ascending without breathing may
result in lung tissue bursting  Figure 5!.

A smart diver breathes on ascent. Breathing
equalizes the pressure inside the lungs and ai spaces
with the outside pressure so that the normal lung and
air space volume is maintained  Figure 5!.

The air you breathe is a mixture of 78 percent
nitrogen, 21 percent oxygen, 003 percent carbon
dioxide and small amounts of other gases. The oxy-
gen in the air you exhale decreases from 21 to f6 per-
cent and the carbon dioxide increases from 003 to 5.6

percent. During exhalation, the body produces
roughly the same amount of carbon dioxide as it has
taken in oxygen. Nitrogen remains the same.

At depths less than 100 feet, nitrogen is not used
by the body and has no effects on it. However, at
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Figure 5 Lungs of ascending scuba diver

depths greater than 100 feet, the partial pressure of
nitrogen increases to levels that can alter a diver' s
behavior in a condition known as nitrogen narcosis.

At the surface, the pressure of air is one atm  at-
mosphere! or 760 mrn Hg. Nitrogen makes up 7S per-
cent of the air with a partial pressure of about
600 mm Hg. As a diver experiences greater pres-
sures, the partial pressure of nitrogen increases
 Figure 6!. According to Henry's Law, gases will enter
into a liquid in proportion to the partial pressure of the
gas. If you double the partial pressure of nitrogen, for
example, the amount of nitrogen that can be dissolved
in the blood and tissues of the body also doubles. At
greater than 100 feet � atm!, the increase in partial
pressure causes nitrogen narcosis.

The symptoms of nitrogen narcosis are like those
of intoxication. Divers act foolish, take off their masks,
remove their mouthpieces and descend past safe lim-
its. Several factors, including alcohol, a hangover,
fatigue, excess carbon dioxide, inexperience and anx-
iety lower a diver's resistance to nitrogen narcosis.
Nitrogen affects divers differently; any one diver may
experience a variety of symptoms.

Nitrogen, in air and compressed air, does not
combine with blood like oxygen. As a diver descends,
nitrogen goes into solution in the diver's blood and is
carried to the tissues and fat. A diver's body tissues

balance with the partial pressure of nitrogen for a par.
ticular depth in eight to 12 hours. The saturation of
tissues by nitrogen increases with the length of the
dive at a particular depth and pressure.

As a diver ascends, the partial pressure of nitro-
gen in the lungs decreases. Blood leaving the lungs at
lower pressure has a lower nitrogen partial pressure
and is circulated to body tissues. The tissues have a
higher nitrogen partial pressure so nitrogen escapes
from tissues into the blood The blood returns to the
lungs where nitrogen diffuses into the air exhaled
 Figure 7!. With each round of circulation, more nitro-

Figure 6 Nitrogen gas passing into blood
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gen is r~. Nitrogen is eliminated from saturated
tissues in 9 to 12 hours. This elimination process is
known as decompression.

lf decompression occurs too rapidly, the blood
and tissues may receive too much dissolved gas to
hold in solution. Elecause the load of gas can not be
cerned to and eliminated from the lungs quickly
enough, the gas liberates itself in the form of bubbles
that appear in the blood and tissues.

The classc example of dissolved gas coming out
of solution is a bottle of soda. No bubbles are visible
when the cap is on because the liquid is under pres-
sure and the bubbles are too small to be seen.

s
Removing the cap reduces the pressure The bubbles
come out of solution. When the partial pressure of the
carbon dioxide gas dissolved in the soda equals the
partial pressure of the gas in the air surrounding the
i~quid, the soda does not bubble and is considered
"flat"

Nitrogen can bubble in the blood and tissues
much like carbon dioxide bubbles in a soda. These
bubbles move throughout the body and can: �! lodge
in constncted areas, such as joints, causing pain,
�! pinch off and damage nerves and �! cause
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Rgure 7 Oxygen extraction by air breathing animals
paralysis  Figure 8!. This condition is known as de-
compression sickness, the bends or caisson disease.

Decompression sickness is certainly the most
famous diving illness. It was discovered in the 19th
century by laborers working in tunnels beneath rivers.
To keep water Out Of wOrking areaS, the tunnelS Were
pressurized. Many workers returning to ordinary at-
mosphenc pressure at the end of the day developed
pain in their joints. Some became paralyzed. The
malady became known as caisson disease.

The disease remained a mystery until 1907 when
J,S, Haldane developed "stage decompression," He
fOund that decOrnpreSSicn SiCkneSS COuld be aVOided
by bringing anyone who had been in a high-pressure
environment to a normal atmospheric pressure in
gradual Stages. This eliminated the formation of Small
bubbles of nitrogen in the blood and tissues.

Depending on where bubbles lodge in the body,
the symptoms of decompression sickness may vary. In
most cases, symptoms begin within an hour, but they
may take longer  six or more hours!. Other factors also
increase a diver's chance of developing decompres-
sion sickness. Age, obesity, extreme fatigue, alcohol,

Figure 8 Areas affected by decompression sickness
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old injuries, extreme hot or cold water, and dehydra-
tion can hinder blood circulation and prevent nitrogen
from quickly enlenng and leaving the blood Faf ab-
sorbs about five times more nitrogen than blood or
oth er tissues.

Consequently, nitrogen is not removed quickly
from fat during decompression, making obesity a
dangerous problem. Other factors to consider are the
intake of certain drugs, metabolic stresses such as
sleep foss, hypercoagulability  blood that readily
coagulates!, high altitude diving and work rate at
depth.

The U.S. Navy has developed tables that tell
divers the maximum number of minutes they can
theoretically stay at certain depths and still avoid
decompression sickness. But abiding by those limits
does not guarantee safety. The U.S. Navy diving
tables are based on evaluations of trained, healthy
men. But sport divers range widely in physical condi-
tion and ability.

The only effective treatment of decompression
sickness is immediate recompression in a hyperbanc
chamber. Recompression increases the pressure
around a diver  as if he were diving!, reducing the size
of the bubbles and forcing them back into solution.
Then the pressure is slowly reduced to allow the diver
to decompress gradually. At the first signs of the
bends, do not hesitate to seek treatment. Time is
critical.

ln North Carolina, the only recompression cham-
ber is at Duke University in Durham. They have equip-
ment for treatment and research of decompression
sickness. Duke University also sponsors a Diver Alert
Network  DAN! that provides information to divers and
physicians nationwide.
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ACTIVITY 1

Understanding Diving Physiology

Purpose

Procedure

Questions
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To help students understand the effects of drving
on the body.

Either through a lecture or handouts, provide
students with the information provided in the opening
background. Then have them answer the following
questions

1. Divers experience the effects of increasing pressure
in what parts of the body?

2. How does increasing pressure affect the lungs>

3. How does the ascent of a dive affect the luing&

4. Describe why divers develop nitrogen narcosis.

5. What types of symptoms are seen with divers with
nitrogen narcosis?

6 List three factors that lower a diver's resistance to
nitrogen narcosis

7. What are the bends? What causes them?

B. If the bends develop, what methods are available to
alleviate the problems How does this process work?

9. List four factors that reduce the validity of the No-
Decompression Limits table
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A C T I V I TY 2

The Hernosponge

To help students understand the new scientific
achievements in extracting oxygen from water.

A hernosponge is a polymer capable of extrac-
ting oxygen from seawater Polymers are long chains
or branches of similar molecules linkecf together. The
hernosponge was developed by Duke University bio-
chemists, Joseph and Celia Bona' ntura.

There are three mechanisms for oxygen transport
They are hemoglobin, hernerythrins and the hemo-
cyanins. Memoglobin is found in vertebrates; heme-
rythrin, in some polychaete worms; and hemocyanin,
in horseshoe crabs. These rnetalloproteins bind oxy-
gen at the interface between the organism and its en-
vironment, either at an air-lung interface or a water-gill
interface. And they transfer that bound oxygen to the
respiratory tissues. Figure 9 represents how oxygen is
extracted from air by humans.

Figure 9 Oxygen extraction by air breathing animals

Being air breathers, humans must devise elabo-
rate sysfems to provide breathable oxygen to go
underwater for a prolonged time. But many organisms
that have oxygen demancfs similar to humans Iim
comfortably underwater. Porpoises and whales get
oxygen by breathing air

Other underwater animals breathe in water Fig-
ure 10 shows how oxygen is extracted by water.
breathing fish An important distinction in water
breathers iS that the tranSIer Of oxygen iS a liquid-liquid
one and does no'I involve gases.

Figwe 10 Oxygen extraction by water breathing animals
COp

COz

Joseph and Celia Bonaventura began wondering
why humans couldn't extract dissolved oxygen from
water like fish. In 1976, the Bonaventuras learned

about Mypol, a polyurethane plastic that, unlike most
plastics, is chemically attractive to substances in water
This substance has the quality of being hydrophilic, or
water loving. The Bonaventuras thought by mixing the
polymer with hemoglobin, which is soluble in water,
there might be a way to immobilize oxygen outside tfie
bloodstream.

In November, the Bonaventuras obtained a sam-
ple of the polymer. Joseph Bonaventura drew a sam

BrBl
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pie of his own blood, mixed it with a detergent and
the polymer, whch looked and flowed like honey. As
he stirred, the mixture began to solidify into a rust-
colored sponge-like material. The sponge had the
ability to remove oxygen dissolved in water.

The honey-like plastic captured substances without
interfenng with the way they worked. When combined
with the polymer, hemoglobin formed a sponge that
when placed in water could take in oxygen like the gills
of a fish. They called their discovery a hemosponge

The hemosponge would also release the captured
oxygen when the sponge was subjected to a slight
electnc charge or when washed with solutions low in
oxygen. Figure 11 shows hcw hemoglobin could be
used in an oxygen extraction process.

Figure ff Oxygen extraction system

1 Fish hemoglobin is bound to lhe hemosponge

 Hb - fish hemoglobin!

2 Or uptake � at neutral pH
seawater + hemosponge ~ hemosponge

Iw/Og Hb HbOr

3. Or release � at Iow pH
hemosponge ~ hemosponge + 0,

I
HbO, Hb

In 1983, Duke University sold the hemosponge
patent to the Aquanautics Corporation  for $1 million!.
The corporation is working on several uses for the
hemosponge An artifioal gil! was one proposed use.
As an artificial gill the hemosponge would extract oxy-
gen from seawater and store it in a diver's tank
 Figure 12!.

Figure 12 Hemosponge as artificial gill in diver's tank

The hemosponge might also be used in sub-
marines and submersibles The prototype is expected
to have two stages, loading and unloading. The
Bonaventuras believe that if water were passed

through a 3-by-10 foot canister of hemosponge,
enough oxygen could be extracted from seawater far
150 people.

Another promising use of the hemosponge would
be to extract oxygen for gasoline combustion in sub-
marines and submersibles Underwater vehicles use
batteries as their power source. A typical internal com-
bustion engine consumes eight times as much oxy-
gen as fuel. Transporting the necessary volume of
oxygen was not feasible. The hemosponge can solve
this problem by extracting a supply of oxygen as the
vehicle moves through the ocean.

The Bonaventuras are also investigating land uses
for the hemosponge such as providing air supplies for
miners, welders or medical equipment  oxygen tanks
and portable dialysis machines! The hemosponge
could be used in packaging to protect air-sensitive
products such as beer and perfume. Or it could neu-
tralize toxic fumes from mercury spills, treat nuclear ef-
fluent or produce rare enzymes and proteins, The
Bonaventuras can research its possibilities for years.

1. How are the Bonaventuras able to remove oxygen
from seawater

2. List two possible developments that may come out
of the discovery of the hemosponge.

3. Will the hemosponge help scuba divers? How?

4 What advantage will hernosponge diving offer aver
conventional scuba diving?

5. On what compound is the oxygen absorbed? What
is this compound known for?
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ACT vfTY 4

Submersibles

Background

Procedure
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To learn about the development of deep sea
submersibles.

Submersibles were developed for work af great
depths. Submersibles increased dive times where
pressures were great and temperatures low. The corn-
ponents of most subrnersibles built today are the same

The Trieste I, launched in f953, holds the record
for the world's deepest dive � 35,800 feet to the bot-
torn of the Mariana's Trench. The descent took 4
hours, 46 minutes. Scientists stayed on the bottom for
20 minutes and saw shnrnp and other fish swimming
above a diatomaceous ooze on the sea floor. Diatoma-
ceous ooze is a deposit of dead diatoms in a very
dense mat on the sea floor.

The Alvin launched in 1964 has a ]2,000-foot
depth maximum. Scientists aboard the Alvin made
one of the most exciting marine discovenes this
century � hydrothermal vents.

During a typical eight-hour dive, the Alviin pro-
vides working space for three observers  two scientists
and a pilot!. The intenor space is so cramped with
equipment, instruments and cameras that the three
must sit crouched for the entire di~.

Four heavy steel pallets, two on each side, pro-
vide Alvin with the weight needed to descend slowly
to the ocean floor. The subimersible descends at a rate
of 30 meters per minute.

Once Alvin is a few hundred meters below the
water's surface, the ocean becomes pitch black, But
the scientists can stil! see the thousands of organisms
that inhabit these waters. They brilliantly luminesce in
the dark sea.

Once near the bottom, the pilot engages Alvin's
propulsion system to steer the submersible to the
desired research spot. There it will remain for as long

as five hours. During this time, scientists will conduct
experiments, take samples and perform camera
surveys. Time is precious because each dive cosls
more than $10,000.

The lreiste l and Alvrn maintain an internal pres-
sure equal to the surface pressure. This prevents
divers from having to adjust to the changes in pressure
and increases in nitrogen. They are able to carry out
their experiments without worrying about developing
the bends or nitrogen narcosis,

Alvin has no heat source so the temperature
within the vessel slow! y drops to rnatch that of the cold
seawater. Researchers must pack sweaters and wool
socks to stay warm.

When the researchers finish, the pilot refeases the
four outside steel pallets to give the submersible the
positive buoyancy needed to rise slowly to the surface.
Once Alvin surfaces, it is picked up by a larger
research vessel.

Design a submersible. Explain its function
 rescue, exploring hydrothermal vents, deep-sea rnin-
ing!, and show what appendages need to be engi-
neered to accomplish these missions.

Questions

1. What are the benefits of diving in subrnersibles?

2. Why don't divers in subrnersibles develop nitrogen
narcosis or the bends?

3. Name the submersible that dived to the bottom of
the Mariana's Trench.

4. Are divers saturated at surface pressure or at the
pressure of the depth of the dive in submersibles?
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AC T I V I TY 5

The Hydrolab Underwater Research Facility

Purpose
To learn about saturation diving

Background

Procedure

Questions

1. What is saturation diving?

B /85

Recently, the number of people involved in diving
activities has increased steadily. This increase is found
in scientific, recreational and commercial diving.
Because of this heightened interest, a need exists for
equipment and procedures that would allow a diver to
operate with greater flexibility, safety and effectiveness.

Although significant achievements have been
made in deep-water diving, much work is performed
in waters less than 300 feet deep. The need for ex-
tended diving times by scientists and working divers
has also become apparent.

Research in the 1930s indicated that saturation
diving might be feasible and might provide divers the
extended time and greater depth needed. During sat-
urahon diving, a diver is exposed to an inert gas at a
fixed high pressure long enough for all the body
tissues to absorb all the gas they can. No additional
gas can be dissolved in the tissues. Once a diver is
saturated, the required time for decompression is the
same regardless of how long the dive lasts.

Researchers have developed underwater research
labs where divers become saturated and work for
days to weeks at greater than normal pressures.
Hydrolab in the Bahamas is one of these facilities.
Hydrolab saturates divers at 50 feet, allowing dives to
greater depths to occur more easily. From Hydrolab,
divers can work longer at their research sites and can
obtain new air tanks without having to surface for long
periods to completely decompress.

Hydrolab is a manned habitat operated at either
ambient or surface pressure. It is located at 50 feet,
saturating divers at this depth. Three to four divers are
able to live in Hydrolab for up to 14 days. Hydro!ah is
a 8-by-16 foot cylindrical chamber with a 3-by-iQ foot
submarine dry transfer tunnel.

The habitat contains two bunks, lights, a commun-
ications radio, toilets, seven windows, tables and a
freshwater shower. It receives electricity, compressed

air and fresh water from an unattached buoy. A lock-
out dry tunnel where water meets air of the same
pressure is used by divers to access the lab easily.
Food is brought to divers daily in sealed bags.

Divers using Hydrolab undergo extensive diver
training, On the day they begin at the lab, they are
taken out in a small boat with all of their gear. They
dive to the lab, set up and begin their work. Within 12
hours, they are saturated and have adjusted to the
change in pressure. For the next week to 14 days, the
divers work in shifts to carry out experiments. The boat
returns each day, bnnging meals and compressed air
tanks.

On the last day, divers close the tunnel to Hydrolab
and start the decompression process within the
habitat. The process occurs over 13'/z hours. When
decompression is completed, divers suit up and return
to the surface. Once topside, they return to a land sta.
tion and remain there for at least 24 hours to guard
against any post decompression problems.

Hydrolab allows scientists to perform many exper-
iments that would otherwise be difficult or impossible
for surface-working divers. Researchers use this lab to
perform experiments in marine biology, geology,
chemistry and physics. In recent years, studies of
ocean dumping, resource development and ocean
technology have been performed.

Draw an underwater scene with a Hydroiab facili-
ty in operation. Be sure to show how many scientists
would live there. Show inside arrangements and living
quarters.

2. If a diver does not go through a complete decom-
pression sequence what may occur? Why?

3. What two benefits are there for divers who work out
of the Hydrolab~
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